Select your Seves Glass Block Pattern that best suits you and your home!
4” PREMIERE™ Series

3” THINLINE® Series

NUBIO 

ALPHA

This new Circular
pattern gives an
exciting new way
to bring more light
and drama to any
project.

NUBIO 

Intersecting random
wave pattern that
provides an attractive
appearance and
excellent privacy.
Smooth surfaces for
easy cleaning.

AKTIS

Contemporary
diamond prismatic
design that
creates maximum
privacy and allows
moderate light
transmission.

CLARITY 

Faces are smooth and
undistorted to trasmit
the most light and allow
ultimate visibility. This
is your best choice for
passive solar collection
and visual clarity.

ICE

Random texture
built over the Nubio
pattern. More
privacy but without
a fixed geometric
design.

DIAMOND (DM)

This repeated diamond pattern features a
raised half sphere in
each center for a
stylish look that also
allows for privacy.

BRONZE

The wavy
undulations of this
pattern provides
moderate light
transmission with
a subtle visual
distortion in a light
brown color.

Each block offers its own unique style, degree of light transmission
and privacy. Perfect for replacement or new window applications.

= Nubio and Clarity available in Energy Savings (All other patterns - Special Order)

8”x8”x3”

6”x8”x3”

6”x6”x3”

4”x8”x3”

Actual Size

7¾”x7¾”x3⅛”

5¾”x7¾”x3⅛”

5¾”x5¾”x3⅛”

3¾”x7¾”x3⅛”
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This new circular
pattern gives an
exciting new way to
bring more light
and drama to any
project.

CLARITY 

Non-directional
pattern lets light in
without sacrificing
privacy. Maximum
light transmission
and privacy.

Faces are smooth and
undistorted to trasmit
the most light and
allow ultimate visibility.
(THICKSET® 60 , 90)

CROSS RIBBED

LIGHT-DIFFUSING
& SPRAY 60

Rounded and
perpendicular flutes
diffuse light while
allowing maximum
light transmission
and a medium
degree of privacy.

ARTIC

The frosted glass
appearance yields
excellent privacy
without pattern.
Texture on inside
of glass for easy
cleaning.

The fine grid design
of the closely spaced
ridges in this pattern
offers moderate light
transmission and a
maximum degree of
privacy. Also available as
fire rated Spray 60.

Actual
Size

6”x8”x4”

6”x6”x4”

4”x8”x4”

12”x12”x4”

7¾”x7¾”x3⅛” 5¾”x7¾”x3⅛” 5¾”x5¾”x3⅛” 3¾”x7¾”x3⅛” 11¾”x11¾”x3⅛”
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4” PREMIERE® Series Shapes

Argus

Rounded perpendicular
flutes provide medium
privacy by diffusing
light while allowing
maximum light
transmission. Also
available in Parallel
Fluted.

8" ENDBLOCK™

8" ALLBEND™ 22.5°

The rounded, finished
surface on one edge
makes the block
virtually disappear
when used on the edge
of panels.

A brilliant way to create
smooth graceful curves.
Ideally suited for
columns.

8" DOUBLE-END™

8" TRIDRON® 45°

Arched, soft edges
to round out your
design options or
finish panels. Use
with 8” End Block for
a stepped panel.

The 4” Premiere™ Series offers the widest variety of sizes, shapes
and patterns for the ultimate in design flexibility and optimum
performance.

The unique shape
of this block lets you
create everything
from 45-degree
angles to full circles.
Interior use only

8" CORNER 90°

Nominal Size



CORTINA

ALPHA

8”x8”x4”

= Nubio and Clarity available in Energy Savings (All other patterns - Special Order)

NOMINAL SIZE AND ACTUAL SIZES

AKTIS

The wavy undulations
of this pattern provides
maximum light
transmission with subtle
visual distortion.
(THICKSET® 60 , 90)

NOMINAL SIZE AND ACTUAL SIZES
Nominal
Size



Radiused corner unit
allows you to form
90-degree corners
resulting in a gently
rounded continuous
glass face.

4" FIRE-RATED GLASS BLOCKS
PATTERN

SIZE

60 MIN

90 MIN

NUBIO

8"x8"x4"





8"x8"x4"





6"x6"x4"





SPRAY

8"x8"x4"



ENDURA

8"x8"x4"

CLARITY



Accessories
Silicone

Universal Wall
Anchors

Horizontal & Vertical
Spacers

Perimeter Channel

Mortar

IMPERIAL LINE
FOR NORTH AMERICA

Stainless Steel Panel
Reinforcing

Stainless Steel Panel
Anchors

PATTERNS & SIZES

Seves Glass Block has a sales and technical support team that
is ready to help you design, engineer and specify glass block
solutions. Please visit our website at
sevesglassblockinc.com

Expansion Foam

SEVES GLASS BLOCK INC.
CLEVELAND, OH 44147
1-440-627-6257
TOLL FREE 1-877-SEVES11

INQUIRY@SEVESGLASSBLOCK.COM
Distributed by:

Silicone (Both)
Mortar Spacers

The information contained herein is accurate and reliable to the best of our knowledge. But,
because SEVES Glass Block has no control over installation workmanship, accessory materials or
conditions of application, NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF ANY KIND INCLUDING THOSE
OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, IS MADE as to the performance
of an installation containing SEVES Glass Block products. In no event shall SEVES Glass Block
be liable for any damages arising because of product failure, whether incidental, special,
consequential or punitive, regardless of the theory of liability upon which any such damages
are claimed. SEVES Glass Block provides written warranties for many of its products, and such
warranties take precedence over the statements contained herein.

© 2020 SEVES GLASS BLOCK INC.
All trademarks and registered trademarks in this publication
are owned and protected by Seves Glass Block Inc.
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